where s represents path length and k is constant along each ray. 
with the above title, whose date appears to give it priority over work by Pedersen. a Soon after the issue of iny report, however, I learned that Pedersen and his colleagues had already shade extensive use of the type of formula I was studying. My report was very short, and I reproduce it in full below, while making it clear that an)-priority belongs to Pedersen.
It is well known • that sound rays traveling at a smalLenough inclination to the horizontal in the neighborhood of a minimum of the sound velocity in the ocean cycle about the minimum, remaining confined to a "sound channel." It is usual to calculate the paths of such rays by approximating to the law of dependence of velocity on depth by a series of linear segments, for each of which the ray paths take the form of arcs of circles. This is not a very 
where s represents path length and k is constant along each ray. as for the enzyme solutions resulted in the appearance in the distilled water of the same substance that absorbs strongly in ultraviolet. These changes in the uv-absorption spectrum were highly rcpmducilfie from sample to sample. Control samples that were placed in rubber containers lint not irradiated showed no change either in activity or in their uv-absorption spectra. Hence, whatever the nature of the substance that appears within the conlather, it is produced by mechanical agitation and thus, it nmst he concluded that the rcsuhs reported in Refs. 6 antl 7 are not due directly to an interaction between the ultrasonic waves and the proteiu molecules in solution, but rather to an unspecified reaction between the solution and the ruhber used for the con rather.
